
How To Start A Massively 
Profitable Agency Managing 
Facebook™ Ads for Clients
Without past experience, or case studies…even if 

you’re starting as a side-hustle



Is This Training Worth My Time?



Results From Our Last Training

Landed first two clients without a funnel!

Tripled his client base!



Results From Our Last Training

First Client on a Free Trial

Luke Closed his first client 2 weeks after the training!

Lewis - “I’ve tried cold calling. I’ve tried cold emailing. 
I’ve tried it all…no one else is talking about this stuff.”



Results From Our Last Training

Luke - “Saved me a year of trial and error”

 Picked Up THREE New Clients Since Implementing 
These Strategies



Results From Our Last Training

Eduard closed 2 clients..  
with 4 more in the pipeline worth $13,000!!

Literally Closed His First Client 
IN FOUR HOURS



Ready to Dive Into This?



Who This Is For

‣ This training is for anyone who has started or wants to start 
a highly profitable digital marketing agency or consultancy 

‣ For anyone looking to earn highly scaleable, location 
independent income 

‣ Maybe you’re interested in learning how profitable paid 
traffic marketing and Facebook advertising actually works 

‣ Maybe you feel stuck in your 9-to-5 job and want to create 
something with more leverage



Who This Is For

‣ Anyone looking to uncover what separates the top 1% of 
agency owners and consultants from the bottom 99% 

‣ Ultimately, this training is for anyone who has started or 
wants to start a highly profitable online business…  

‣ adding MASSIVE value to business owners who are 
DESPERATE for this service 

‣ Who here resonates with that?



A Few Quick Rules

‣ This is not get rich quick (lol) 

‣ If you think you’re going to be able to build a 6-figure online 
business from scratch without any work or investment 
you’re wrong 

‣ My results and my students’ results are not typical - we 
work ridiculously hard. 

‣ Everything I’m sharing with you on this training WILL work - 
it works for me, it works for my clients, and it works for my 
students. There’s no reason it won’t work for you.



A Few Quick Rules

‣ This is an interactive training 

‣ This training will last about an hour, but we have a TON to 
cover. 

‣ This will be the highest leverage 60 minutes you’ve invested 
in your business all week



A Few Quick Rules

‣ How many of you have been on a webinar or any sort of live 
training in the past? 

‣ This is unlike any of those 

‣ This will be the most valuable web class you’ve attended…
but only if you treat it that way 

‣ Turn off distractions, take notes if that’s your thing, and 
become a student of the game



If You…

‣ Knew how to consistently and repeatedly attract and close 
clients for free 

‣ Knew beyond a doubt how to get those clients a MASSIVE 
ROI using plug and play formulas & turn them into raving 
fans 

‣ Had a tested and proven sales process (and a service your 
clients would be excited to pay for) 

‣ Do you think you could start and scale a successful 
agency?



YES!



That’s EXACTLY What You’re Going To 
Learn On This Webinar



What Operating System Are You 
Using?

‣ If you’ve ever struggled to follow a system and build an 
agency or consultancy, and ultimately failed to get traction… 

‣ Maybe you had a conversation with a business owner or 
two…or maybe you even closed a client, but you weren’t able 
to maintain momentum 

‣ Maybe you’ve never closed a single client because you 
weren’t confident you’d be able to get them results 

‣ Or maybe you just felt so confused and overwhelmed that 
you never even started



What Operating System Are You 
Using?

‣ The GOOD news is…the reason you’ve stalled out or haven’t been able to get 
started isn’t actually your fault. There’s nothing wrong with you. 

‣ The agency owners winning at this game don’t really have any better skills 
than you, or a better network, or any “secret” to their success 

‣ Which means you CAN succeed at this game if you decide to 

‣ Because what those successful agency owners DO have that you don’t is a 
better operating system 

‣ Without a complete operating system to start your agency, close your 
clients, and get those clients results..you’re not going to be able to succeed 

‣ My goal is to give you that operating system on this webinar



What Operating System Are You 
Using?

‣ Most agencies fail for two reasons: lack of client 
acquisition, and retention 

‣ The problem with most systems and training out there is it 
assumes that your clients will just magically appear once 
you start your agency (lol) 

‣ This is usually because either 1) the trainer doesn’t want to 
give up a proprietary secret and create more competition or 
2) the trainer isn’t actually executing on what they’re 
teaching



Why This Works

‣ In this webinar I’m going to be completely flipping the “agency operating 
system” on its head 

‣ There’s no theory here…theory doesn’t get you results. 

‣ This is practical, hands-on-keys strategies that actually work in the trenches 

‣ After today’s training closing clients for FB Ads management at $1k - $5k 
per month will be a cakewalk 

‣ You WILL have everything you need to start and scale your agency 

‣ These strategies have ALL been battle tested in situations from starting an 
agency as a side-hustle, to working as a one-man agency, to scaling a small 
team and running a $450k/year agency



Literally Closed His First Client 
IN FOUR HOURS



My Goal For This Class

‣ I’m going to show you how to attract your first and next client 
without spending a dime on ads, a website, or begging business 
owners to “PM me” in spammy FB Groups 

‣ You’ll have a call structure that will close them at 30 - 50% 
(without sounding like a used car salesman) 

‣ The step-by-step playbook we use to routinely bill $2500 for an 
afternoon’s work with FB Ads 

‣ My plug-and-play “Get Results Now” campaign to give you the 
confidence to KNOW you’ll get results for your clients and justify 
FB Ads marketing for businesses at $1,000 - $5,000 per month



My Goal For This Class

‣ A SINGLE client will earn you $15k per year. 

‣ 4 Clients puts you at $60k per year.



That’s just 8 - 12 conversations with 
business owners (!!)



Could you find a way to have 8 - 12 
conversations with business owners if 

it meant financial freedom?



YES!!!



If You Stick With Me Till The 
End…



Stick With Me Till The End

‣ Download My Slides 

‣ Download My Client Closing Conversation Structure, Pitch, 
and New Client Scope of Work we use to charge 2500 for an 
afternoon’s work



Who Am I?

‣ Jordan Schumacher 

‣ In last 5 years, spent over 
$5,000,000 in digital ads, 
generating well over $15mm in 
directly attributable revenue 

‣ Worked with clients ranging in size 
from solopreneurs to Fortune 5000 
retailers, in industries from local 
service, to SaaS, to online 
education, to coaching / consulting 

‣ Used these skills to launch a digital 
product to $10k per month in 30 
days…as a side hustle



3 Years Ago, I Noticed A 
MASSIVE Opportunity In 

Digital Marketing



The Problem Was…I Knew 
Nothing About Marketing



The Problem Was…I Knew 
Nothing About Marketing

‣ Was working in Finance at the time starting at spreadsheets 
for 8 hours per day 

‣ Looking at my colleagues who were all 10 - 30 years older 
than I was…and realized this career wasn’t for me 

‣ Read and researched everything I could get my hands on 
about marketing and starting an online business…but after a 
few months felt more confused than ever 

‣ Realized the only way I’d be able to learn what I needed to 
was to learn directly from someone doing what I wanted to 
do



I Took A 25% Pay Cut And Found An 
Entry Level Job at a Marketing Agency

‣ Moved cities, took a pay cut, worse healthcare, no 401k matching, etc…easily cost 
me $15k - $30k 

‣ Managing Adwords budgets of $300k - $500k per month for Fortune 5000 clients 

‣ Learned a LOT 

‣ But Hated Life 

‣ We shoved 3 things down our clients throats: 

‣ Google Ads 

‣ Email Marketing 

‣ SEO



The Problem?

‣ ALL THREE OF THOSE CHANNELS ARE INCREDIBLY 
EXPENSIVE & COMPETITIVE! 

‣ Many of our clients were forced to accept SIGNIFICANT 
losses on the front-end and hope to make up their 
advertising costs on the backend



Why Did They Put Up With This?



Because business owners everywhere 
are DESPERATE for a way to affordably 

and profitably find new customers.



Businesses Don’t Want “Ads”…
They Want New Customers

‣ I saw the writing on the wall 

‣ Our agency was hyper-specialized in traffic 

‣ Clients constantly negotiating prices down by threatening to leave 

‣ Google was launching a new ad product every month to use AI and machine 
learning to create & optimize ads automatically 

‣ Realized two things: 

‣ 1) FB advertising was a highly profitable platform that neither businesses 
nor agencies were taking advantage of 

‣ 2) I needed to be in the “customer acquisition” game, not the “digital ads” 
game because “digital ads” was becoming commoditized



Businesses Don’t Want “Ads”…
They Want New Customers

‣ Realized that mastering “FB Ads” is only half the equation 

‣ The OTHER half of the equation is mastering conversion 
funnels and customer acquisition 

‣ If you understand both parts of this equation…you’re 
irreplaceable 

‣ If you only understand one part…you’re very replaceable



So I Left The Agency & Moved 
In-House

‣ Running paid customer acquisition & then all of marketing 
for an online education startup 

‣ Helped grow the business from $2.1mm/year to $6.5mm 
per year in 3 years 

‣ Growth came from new customer acquisition, primarily via 
FB Advertising 

‣ We were seeing 300% return on ad spend on NEW 
CUSTOMERS….EACH MONTH



Over the last 6 - 9 months, there 
have been MASSIVE shifts 
happening in the industry 

(again)



Shifts to the FB Advertising 
Platform…

‣ Zuck and co have been shaking things up :) 

‣ FB Ads have never been more expensive 

‣ CBO 

‣ Advertisers getting shut down and banned left and right



Shifts In Consumer Behavior

‣ The “online creator” movement has hit mainstream status 

‣ VC firm Andreessen Horowitz wrote an entire essay on the 
“passion economy” 

‣ Podcasts are hitting critical mass. Patreon is blowing up 

‣ In short, people are more comfortable than ever with paying 
strangers over the internet money in exchange for exclusive 
content, information, and expertise



Shifts In Marketing Competition 
(More Than Ever)

‣ Seems like everyone is a marketing expert these days 

‣ Business owners are DROWNING in cold client acquisition 
emails, messages, and calls daily 

‣ The profitability of paid traffic is becoming more difficult, 
and business owners are getting frustrated



Shifts In Customer Acquisition 
Costs (It’s Getting More Expensive)

‣ If you’re plugged into the entrepreneurship world, you’ve 
probably heard that customer acquisition is becoming less 
profitable 

‣ Business profitability from advertising is hurting…many had 
a rough quarter last quarter



Quick Poll

‣ How many of you see these industry shifts and changes as 
being negative? 

‣ How many of you see these industry shifts as being the 
best thing that’s ever happened to agency owners since 
Facebook Advertising was launched?



If you’re seeing what I’m 
seeing…you should be 

jumping for joy right now.



While all this carnage has been 
happening in the market for the last 6 - 

12 months…there has been a very 
specific type of business I’ve seen that 

has not only been surviving…



But absolutely thriving



How To Dominate The New 
World of Marketing

‣ Was first made aware of this model by the success a friend of 
mine was seeing with his own agency 

‣ Naturally, I called him up and asked “David…what the hell are 
you doing and how are you doing it when everyone else 
around you is getting fed to the wolves?” 

‣ He told me…and it was like someone hit me on the chest with 
a baseball bat 

‣ What he described to me was the closest thing to the “perfect 
startup” I’d ever seen…something that literally anyone can 
start, with no expenses…while starting as a side hustle



How To Dominate The New 
World of Marketing

‣ What David described to me is what we now call the “Agile 
Agency” model… and the entrepreneurs who are adopting 
this model are rapidly beginning to take over the marketing 
industry





This Is The Greatest Opportunity In 
History To Start An “Agile Agency”

‣ Think about this deeply for a minute…it has never been 
easier to start a non-agency business 

‣ Businesses & Products are commoditized 

‣ You can have a store set up on Shopify and sell any product 
you want from China within a matter of minutes…and 
hundreds of people are launching new stores, selling the 
exact same products, each and every day. 

‣ The ONLY differentiator and competitive advantage a 
business has is its ability to acquire customers



This Is The Greatest Opportunity In 
History To Start An “Agile Agency”

‣ For businesses, it’s not enough to have a good product or 
service anymore (because it can and will be copied almost 
instantly) 

‣ MARKETING is what will make or break the success of 
businesses in 2020 

‣ Most business would KILL to have the ability to acquire 
customers profitably…they just have no idea how to do it



“But…I thought you said it was 
getting harder to acquire 
customers for businesses 

profitably?”



It is…which is GREAT news (for 
you).



The Opportunity For Agile 
Agency Owners

‣ How many of you have ever spoken to a business owner 
with the intent of closing them as a client in the last 3 
years…and had that owner tell you they just “didn’t see the 
need,” that they could “handle marketing themselves,” or 
that they “didn’t need to grow?” 

‣ If you’ve EVER tried to close a client or spoken to someone 
who has…I can virtually guarantee you’ve heard this 
objection 

‣ The reality is, for the last 2 years or so, THE BUSINESS 
OWNER WAS RIGHT



The Opportunity For Agile 
Agency Owners

‣ Customer acquisition online was so stupidly easy, almost 
ANYONE slap a campaign together and start making money 
with it 

‣ That’s NOT the case any more… 

‣ Which means for once, business owners desperately NEED 
help with their marketing and advertising



The Opportunity For Agile 
Agency Owners

‣ All the doom and gloom out there about how hard and 
unprofitable FB ads are? It’s laughable 

‣ Most of the doomsayers are just people who never knew 
what they were doing to begin with, and are now convinced 
the sky is falling 

‣ Here’s the secret most business owners don’t know - FB 
Ads are still incredibly profitable and formulaic…you just 
need to know the right formulas and develop the necessary 
skillsets



The Opportunity For Agile 
Agency Owners

‣ “People don’t buy their way into opportunities…they buy 
their way OUT of problems” 

‣ Businesses now have a BIG problem, and they’re not only 
willing to pay you to solve it…they’re desperate to



Do You Think Most Business 
Owners…

‣ Would be THRILLED to sign up for something that costs 
next-to nothing upfront and requires no extra work on their 
part (is a bolt-on revenue stream)? 

‣ Would be HAPPY to pay 10 - 20% of the incremental 
revenue generated from FB Ads marketing?



Put Another Way

‣ If I gave you the opportunity to make an extra $10,000 per 
month with ZERO extra effort on your part… 

‣ and all you had to do was pay me $1,500 per month… 

‣ Would you take it?



Of course you would…



This Is EXACTLY What We Are 
Offering Businesses As An 

Agile Agency



Are You Guys Seeing This 
Opportunity?



This is EXACTLY The Opportunity 
I Jumped On

‣ I’d reach out to business owners, do an audit of their marketing systems…and then 
ask if they’d like help 

‣ Would start getting results for these clients within 7 - 14 days using a formulaic 
campaign that took less than an afternoon to set up 

‣ Would enroll them into an ongoing monthly contract. They pay me $1,000 - $5,000 
per month…and I print them money



Too Many Clients To Handle For A 
Pool Cleaning Service Within 2 Weeks



9,523% ROI In TWO Days For 
Dental Center

‣ In two days, after $63 in ad spend, 6 new patients to the 
Merrillville Dental Center, at an average patient lifetime 
value of over $1,000 each



792% Increase In Sales in 60 
Days For An Ecom Store



792% Increase In Sales in 60 
Days For An Econ Store



My Agile Agency Started 
Blowing Up

‣ Making $1k - $5k per client 

‣ Find businesses who weren’t utilizing simple FB Ads strategies 
and offer to implement it for them 

‣ All businesses had to do was say “Yes I’d like more money” 

‣ I’d set up a GRN Campaign to prove the value, then enroll them 
into a full agency package 

‣ Then talk about results and use testimonials to get new clients 

‣ Rinse and repeat



One Year Later

‣ Multiple revenue streams 

‣ Seen as a thought leader in the paid traffic space 

‣ Making nearly 4x what I used to as agency employee 

‣ Friends & acquaintances with many of the marketing 
“personalities” whose blogs and content I consumed back 
when I worked in finance



Are you seeing the potential of 
an Agile Agency?



The best part?



It’s Scalable

‣ David Nadler 

‣ Started in the “offline” world, running 
brick and mortar brands 

‣ In the last 5 years, managed dozens of 
ad accounts in multiple industries 

‣ Focused on small businesses - boot-
strappers who can’t afford to pay a “big” 
agency



And It’s Scalable

‣ As David scaled his business - hired or outsourced 
everything except marketing 

‣ In 2010, launched a digital brand that ended up doing 7 
figures 

‣ Took the “red pill” and started an Agile Agency



The Agile Agency

‣ Have an awesome team of 4 (Des Moines, Atlanta, 
Nashville) 

‣ Can work from anywhere in the world - no office, no time 
clocks, and no boss except clients :) 

‣ Agency will do $450k in annual business, ~50% of it 
Facebook Ads 

‣ 20.3% profit margin AFTER paying a salary that most 
owners of agencies 2x as large never see



Do You See This 
Opportunity?



David and I spent 3 weeks 
putting this webinar together 

for you…



If You Had The Strategies To 
Find & Close These Kinds of 

Clients…



And The Systems To Deliver 
These Kinds Of Results…



Do You Think You Could Build 
A Profitable Agile Agency?



YES!



What We’re Going To Cover

‣ How to land your first client in as little as 4 hours (seriously) 

‣ How to get those clients massive results at no risk to them 

‣ How to scale your agency to $300 / day and beyond ($10k 
per month)



How To Land Your First Client 
(In as little as 4 hours)



The Client Closing Process In A 
Nutshell

‣ 1) Find a business that would benefit from FB Advertising 

‣ 2) Have a RIA conversation with the business owner 

‣ 3) Make your pitch and close



How To Find A Potential Client?

‣ Common advice - join a million FB Groups and try to luck 
out and find a client that way 

‣ EVERYONE is doing this 

‣ Almost impossible to cut through the noise 

‣ …and that’s assuming you can find a decent FB Group 

‣ What if there was a better way to position yourself as an 
expert, without ANY competition?



Demand Engineering



Demand Engineering

‣ I actually discovered this method by accident…



Demand Engineering



Demand Engineering

‣ 1) Find a business you want to work with 

‣ 2) Do a value-add deep-dive audit of their advertising using 
using two free tools 

‣ 3) Show them your audit and ask if they’d like help 
implementing your suggestions.



Why Does Demand Engineering 
Work So Well?

‣ What happens when something breaks in your car..?



We’re Going To Do The EXACT 
Same Thing With FB 

Advertising



And It Works

Closed first two clients with Demand Engineering

Closed his first client!



Let me show you how easy 
this is



Step 1: Find A Business You 
Want To Work With

‣ Local Service Businesses 

‣ Dentists 

‣ Chiropractors 

‣ Massage Therapists 

‣ Maid services, etc 

‣ eCommerce Businesses



Step 2: Do A Deep Dive Audit Of 
Their Marketing

‣ Go to useloom.com for a free screen recording app PERFECT 
for this process 

‣ Analyze your prospect’s website, offers, landing pages, etc. 

‣ Use the FB Ads Library to see what FB ads they’re currently 
running (if any) 

‣ facebook.com/ads/library 

‣ Diagnose their marketing and tell them exactly both what 
they’re doing right, and how they could improve it (EVERYONE 
can improve their marketing)

http://useloom.com
http://facebook.com/ads/library


Example Local Business

‣ This is a local dental office 
leaving thousands, if not 
tens of thousands of 
dollars on the table 
(probably without realizing 
it)



The MASSIVE Opportunity

‣ They are not running a SINGLE 
ad on Facebook 

‣ They are losing 98% of the 
people who come to their page 
and leave, never to return 

‣ They are literally leaving tens 
of thousands in lost patients 
on the table RIGHT NOW



3) Send Them Your Audit & Ask If 
They’d Like Help Implementing

‣ Send them your video audit. Introduce yourself briefly, then 
tell them you put together a 10 minute video audit going over 
their site and marketing campaigns, and have suggestions 
for improvement.  

‣ Send them the link to your Loom video, ask them to watch it, 
and ask them what the best time would be to schedule a 
meeting to discuss your findings. 

‣ Loom will alert you when someone views your video (!!) 

‣ This allows you to accurately follow up and get a 
conversation started



Do You See How 
Straightforward This Is?



Could You Go And Set Up 5 - 
10 Conversations With Your 
Dream Clients This WEEK?



Can You See The Potential In 
Your Agency?



The Client Closing Process In A 
Nutshell

‣ 1) Find a business that would benefit from FB Advertising 

‣ 2) Have a Results In Advance conversation with the 
business owner 

‣ 3) Make Your Pitch & Close



The Results In Advance 
Conversation

‣ Results In Advance 

‣ This conversation lasts no more than 15 - 30 minutes and 
closes clients at a 30 - 50% close rate…even if you have no 
sales skills whatsoever 

‣ It works because you’re NOT “selling” them 

‣ You’re talking to them about their problems and asking 
them if they’d like help…risk free



The RIA Conversation 
Framework

‣ Intro / Pleasantries / BS (60 seconds) 

‣ Identify the problems your prospect has in their business (5 
mins) 

‣ Identify how serious those problems are (10 mins) 

‣ Identify what their goals are (5 mins) 

‣ Recap what you heard, and ask them if they want help 
getting there (3 mins)



The RIA Conversation



The Pitch

‣ “I can execute on every strategy we just talked about and help 
you hit your goals, but I know talk is cheap and you probably 
get hit up by a marketing agency every other day, and I’m sure 
you’re not ready to commit to a monthly contract yet.  

‣ Here’s my proposal: I know I can get you results, so what I’d 
like to do is set up your ad accounts and a full 360 customer 
acquisition campaign for your business for a small setup fee, 
and even manage the campaign free of my typical 
management fee for 30 days. If it’s profitable, you can give me 
a great testimonial and keep me on to manage your 
campaigns month-to-month. If it’s not, you can fire me on the 
spot. Fair enough?”



You’ll Close 30 - 50% With 
That Simple Process



FB Scope Of Work - $2500 For 
An Afternoon’s Work

• Creation of Google Ads and Facebook Ads account for client 
• Setup of Google & Facebook retargeting pixel and installation to client sites (up to 

three domains included, additional domains may require an extra fee) 
• Setup of client owned Adespresso account 
• Setup of 6-10 most used Facebook custom audiences 
• Setup of up to 5 Facebook campaigns with different targeting options - to be 

determined in concert with client.  
• Ad creative 
◦ Client to be provided with a minimum of 12 ads, copywriting and imagery 

included 
• Paid Ads Setup - Facebook includes the first 30 days of monthly ad management 

per description below 

Fee: $2500, Payable in Advance. 



Do You See How Easy This Is?



Literally Closed His First Client 
IN FOUR HOURS



Can You See How Quickly You 
Can Scale an Agile Agency 

Closing At 50%?



What We’re Going To Cover

‣ How to land your first paying client in as little as 4 hours 
(seriously) 

‣ How to get those clients massive results at no risk to them 

‣ How to scale your agency to $300 / day and beyond ($10k 
per month)



How To Get Your Clients 
Massive Results 

(At no risk to them)



Launch A GRN Campaign

‣ Get Results Now 

‣ You’re #1 priority is to get the business a positive ROI as 
quickly as possible 

‣ The way to do that is to execute a GRN Campaign



Why It Works

‣ GRN campaigns leverage the trust and rapport your client 
has ALREADY built to increase the ROI of your campaigns 

‣ Following the GRN framework virtually GUARANTEES a 
profitable ROI campaign with minimal ad spend  

‣ You can create a MASSIVELY profitable and effective GRN 
campaign in as little as 30 minutes



How It Works

‣ Target website visitors, email subscribers, and past 
customers ONLY 

‣ ^THIS is the secret to why the GRN campaign is so powerful 

‣ Give them a discount or something for free to get them to 
convert

Ad Landing Page



Why It Works

‣ Most businesses NEVER target these audiences 

‣ It is virtually impossible to create an ad that loses money 
when targeting these audiences



GRN Campaign: Dental Office



9,523% ROI In TWO Days For 
Merrillville Dental Center

‣ In two days, after $63 in ad spend…converted 6 new 
patients at an average patient lifetime value of over $1,000 
each



GRN Campaign: ECom Store



576% ROI From First GRN 
Campaign



792% Increase In Sales in 60 
Days



Do You See How Effective 
These Campaigns Are?



If You Closed Your Perfect 
Client, Do You Think You Could 
Get Them Results Like These?



Even If Your Results Were Only 
HALF As Good…Do You Think 

Your Client Would Still Be 
Thrilled?



Are You Starting To See How 
Huge This Opportunity Is Yet?



What We’re Going To Cover

‣ How to land your first client in as little as 4 hours (seriously) 

‣ How to get those clients massive results at no risk to them 

‣ How to scale your agency to $300 / day and beyond ($10k 
per month)



How To Scale Your Agency To 
$300/Day And Beyond 

($10k+ Per Month)



You Now Know How…

‣ To attract your first and next client without spending a dime 
on ads, a website, or begging business owners to “PM me” in 
spammy FB Groups 

‣ To have a RIA call that will close them at 30 - 50% (without 
sounding like a used car salesman) 

‣ To use the step-by-step playbook we use to routinely bill 
$2500 for an afternoon’s work with FB Ads 

‣ To virtually guarantee results with my “Get Results Now” 
campaign and justify FB Ads marketing for businesses at 
$1,000 - $5,000 per month



Each Client Makes You $12k - 
$48k Per Year!

‣ Every conversation results in an EASY 30 - 50% close rate 

‣ Launch a GRN campaign that take little time 

‣ How fast could you scale your own agency?



To Scale To $10k Per Month, 
Just Rinse & Repeat



Just Rinse and Repeat

‣ 1 Client - $12k a year 

‣ 2 Clients - $24k a year 

‣ 3 Clients - $36k a year 

‣ 5 Clients - $60,000 a year 

‣ 8 Clients - $96,000 a year



Do You Think You Could Close 
8 Clients Using The Strategies 

You Just Learned?



That’s A MINIMUM $96,000 A 
Year Agency :)



Do You Think You Could Use 
These Simple Tactics To Get A 

Few Interested Prospects In The 
Next 30 Days?



Do You Think You Could Close 
Just ONE of Them?



1 Client = $12k Per Year 
MINIMUM



4 More Puts You At A $60K 
Agency



Are You Starting To See How 
Powerful This Is?



Who Here Is Getting Excited?



Who Wants To Do This NOW?



Who Wants To Get This DONE 
IN THE NEXT 90 DAYS?



At This Point, You have Two 
Options…



Option Number 1

‣ You can make the decision to treat this like every other webinar 
you’ve been on… 

‣ You leave pumped up & motivated & committed 

‣ Then life happens…a day goes by, and a week, and a month…and 
you’re no closer to your goals. 

‣ A month from now you’re on another webinar hoping to find another 
strategy or get another hit of dopamine 

‣ What you really need is a proven system & roadmap to follow, 
accountability to keep you taking action, and coaching from 
someone whose been in your shoes to help you build your business



Option Number 2

‣ You can make the decision to take IMMEDIATE action 

‣ If there’s one thing I’ve learned in business, it’s that 
opportunity and speed of execution are what separate the 
top 10% of agency owners from the bottom 90% 

‣ It’s also that these opportunities in the market do NOT last 
forever 

‣ Wouldn’t it have been great to have the opportunity to start 
a FB Ads agency 5 years ago?



If You Want To Finally Start & 
Scale The Business You Know 

You’re Capable Of Building



If You Want To Learn How To 
Start & Scale A Profitable Agile 

Agency Managing Facebook Ads 
For Clients



This Webinar Is Your 
Opportunity



To Take ACTION TODAY



And Take The First Step To 
Start Your Agile Agency



Close Your First Client



And Scale To $10k+ Per Month



Introducing Automate & Convert 
Academy

‣ Like a “Y Combinator” for agency startups 

‣ This is not a course 

‣ This is a hands on, live, results accelerator program 

‣ Designed to do one thing: Get your first or next client in the next 90 
days, and scale your agency to a highly profitable full time income 

‣ The complete Operating System of a $450k per year Agile Agency 

‣ Direct coaching on client acquisition, client retention, and agency 
strategy



Our Goal

‣ Take you from “0” to Top 1% customer acquisition expert 

‣ FB Ads 

‣ Conversion Funnels & Copywriting 

‣ Close your first (or next) client in 90 days or less 

‣ Give you the tools, accountability, and operating system to 
scale your Agile Agency to $10k per month and beyond



How I Can Help

‣ I’ve set aside some time to speak to you privately, on a one-
on-one video call, about how you can apply these ideas and 
strategies to your agency STARTING TODAY

AutomateAndConvert.com/Schedule



Who This Is For

‣ This Agency Breakthrough Call is NOT for everyone 

‣ You must be committed to building an agency and hitting your 
income goals with complete integrity and genuine concern for 
your clients’ well-being 

‣ You must be willing to take action, execute, and be coachable 

‣ This needs to be a priority for you. If this is a “someday” thing, or a 
“next month” thing - this call isn’t for you. I’m looking to help 
people who are committed to taking action now. 

‣ If you have a habit of giving up before you try or “kicking 
tires,”….this is not for you.
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Who This Is For

‣ If you’re an entrepreneur who has started or wants to start a 
massively profitable online business managing FB Ads for 
clients, this is for you 

‣ If you’re an entrepreneur looking to master paid traffic 
advertising and learn what’s actually working right now, 
today this call is for you 

‣ If you’re an entrepreneur at heart currently stuck at a dead 
end 9-to-5 working for someone else’s dream, and you’re 
ready to take action on a step-by-step strategy that will build 
you the profitable business you’ve been looking for…this call 
is for you
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Why I’m Doing This

‣ On our private one-on-one video call, I’m going to help you 
get total clarity around EXACTLY what you want your 
agency to look like, and build a roadmap with you of the 
EXACT steps you need to take to hit your income goals 

‣ Even if you’re a complete beginner, don’t have a lot of time, 
or are starting your agency as a side hustle 

‣ We’ll get you crystal clear on what kinds of businesses you 
should be targeting, how to target them, what your price 
point and services should be, and how to get them results & 
scale your agency
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Imagine Closing Your First 
Client…

‣ This is a voicemail I received the 
other week from Alex, one of my 
students 

‣ “Hey Jordan, It’s Alex - I  wanted to 
tell you that I just got my first client 
for $3.5k. Pretty amped right now…
this is all profit…I’m f@#$ing jacked…
LET’S GOO!!”
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Why We’re Doing This

‣ Skeptics and cynics wondering why we’d share our proprietary 
procedures and secrets 

‣ The Agile Agency model is based on maximum cash flow and time 
leverage 

‣ For the agile agency owner, it frankly makes no sense to scale done-
for-you services beyond $400 - $500k ($200k profit +the salary you pay 
yourself) 

‣ We have no desire to close any new DFY clients beyond the $450k 
we’re already doing 

‣ Which is why David and I are willing to share our operating system with 
you…we’re not creating competition for ourselves
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If We Work Together

‣ We’re going to put you through the SAME playbooks we 
each operate from every day 

‣ The program is called the FB Agency Blueprint, and it’s 
designed to get you to a six figure agency and beyond with 
MAXIMUM leverage 

‣ After graduating this program, you WILL be a top 1% digital 
marketer 

‣ We expect you to be making sales and closing your first 
agency clients within the first 90 days
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CLICK THE BUTTON TO SCHEDULE 
YOUR AGENCY BREAKTHROUGH CALL 

TODAY

Calendar spaces are very limited - sign up now
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Calendar spaces are limited - Schedule Yours Now
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